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The House of Representatives of the Fifteenth Northern Marianas Commonwealth 

Legislature convened its Second Day, Seventh Special Session on Monday, July 9, 2007, at 10:20 
a.m. in the House Chamber on Capitol Hill, Saipan, Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana 
Islands. 
  
 The Honorable Oscar M. Babauta, Speaker of the House, presided. 
 
 A moment of silent prayer was observed. 
 
 The Clerk called the roll and twelve members were present.  Representatives Martin B. Ada, 
Florencio T. Deleon Guerrero, Stanley T. Torres, and Absalon V. Waki, Jr. came in late.  
Representatives Edwin P. Aldan and Benjamin B. Seman were excused. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  Without objection, I would like to appoint Chairman Lizama to be the Acting 
Floor Leader pro tem this morning. 
 

There was no objection. 
 

Speaker Babauta:  So ordered.   

 ADOPTION OF JOURNALS 

None 

 INTRODUCTION OF BILLS 
 
H. B. NO. 15-281:  A Bill for an Act to amend the Medical Practice Act of 1982 by repealing and 
reenacting sections of Chapter 12 of Division 2 of Title 1, and Chapter 2 of Division 2 of Title 3 of 
the Commonwealth Code; and for other purposes. 
 
 Offered by:  Rep. Justo S. Quitugua and seventeen others 
 Referred to:  Committee on Health, Education and Welfare 
 
H. B. NO. 15-282:  A Bill for an Act to establish a revolving fund within the Board of Professional 
Licensing; and for other purposes. 
 
 Offered by:  Rep. Jesus SN. Lizama and seventeen others 
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 INTRODUCTION OF RESOLUTIONS 
 
H. R. NO. 15-136:  A House Resolution to recognize and congratulate Mr. Richard Palacios 
Macaranas, Jr. for his accomplishment in qualifying for the Callaway Junior World Golf 
Championship to be held in San Diego, California. 
 
 Offered by:  Rep. Jacinta M. Kaipat and seventeen others 
 
H. J. R. NO. 15-25:  A House Joint Resolution to approve the request for the recruitment of nineteen 
very critical positions for the Northern Marianas College. 
 
 Offered by:  Rep. Justo S. Quitugua and seventeen others 
 
Speaker Babauta:  Clerk, take note that Representative Torres is now duly present in the Chamber.  
Anymore Resolution?  I recognize the Minority Leader. 
 
Rep. Palacios:  Mr. Speaker, could we go back to Introduction of Bills?  I want to make a statement 
or comment. 
 
 There was no objection. 
 

INTRODUCTION OF BILLS 
 
 The Chair recognized the Minority Leader. 
 
Rep. Palacios:  Mr. Speaker, on H. B. NO. 15-281, this is – rather a lengthy repealer and reenactment 
of an existing statute.  I am assuming and perhaps I am going to assume that HEW would get this 
assignment, and I think in order to help each member really know how and what is going on here, I 
want to make a suggestion that the Committee follow the JGO’s procedure when they did H. B. NO. 
15-38, and that it enumerated section by section as to what is going on, and which are being repealed 
and for what reasons.  That way this lengthy statute of this nature especially in the health care 
profession, I think it is appropriate that we take the time to give as us much information as we can on 
this.  It is an important legislation, Mr. Speaker.  I will support it, but I think that it is appropriate 
that we properly briefed on this.  Thank you. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  Thank you.  That was a commendable recommendation, and I am sure that with 
Chairman Lizama and Vice Speaker would definitely just apprise the members as you said it 
eloquently; it is something that I am sure the Committee would seriously consider in bringing the 
members to par with respect to the sections that the bill is trying to achieve.  Chairman Lizama and 
Vice Speaker, please take note on that.  I recognize now, Representative Tebuteb.   
 
Rep. Tebuteb:  Mr. Speaker, if no objection, I would request that we go back to Introduction of 
Resolution. 
 
 There was no objection. 
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INTRODUCTION OF RESOLUTIONS 

 
H. R. NO. 15-137:  A House Resolution to support the Northern Youth Basketball Association 
(NYBA) in their goals to “Building our youth’s lives through the game of Basketball.” 
 
 Offered by:  Rep. Ramon A. Tebuteb and seventeen others 

 MESSAGES FROM THE GOVERNOR  
None 

 SENATE COMMUNICATIONS 
 

SEN. COMM. 15-214: (7/05/07) Returning without amendment H. B. NO. 15-262, (To 
appropriate $50,000 from Saipan Local Law No. 15-12, Section 2(f); and for other purposes), which 
was passed by the Senate on July 3, 2007. [For info] 
 
 SEN. COMM. 15-215: (7/05/07) Returning without amendment H. B. NO. 15-273, (To amend 
4 CMC §§ 8122(c) and (d), as enacted and amended by Public Laws 15-35 and 15-40, respectively; 
and for other purposes), which was passed by the Senate on July 3, 2007. [For info – Will go to 
Governor]  
 
 SEN. COMM. 15-216: (7/05/07) Returning H. L. I. No. 15-16, (To amend Article III, Section 4 
of the Constitution of the Northern Mariana Islands to require a runoff election for governor and 
lieutenant governor if no candidates receive a majority of the votes cast for that office in a general 
election,” which was passed by the Senate on Final Reading on July 3, 2007 and attached hereto as 
H. L. I. No. 15-16, SD1. [For action on the Senate amendments] 
 
 SEN. COMM. 15-217: (7/05/07) Returning H. J. R. No. 15-24 (CDBG Grant Application) 
which was adopted by the Senate without amendment on July 3, 2007. [For info] 
 
 The Chair recognized the Floor Leader. 
 
Acting Floor Leader Lizama:  So moved, Mr. Speaker, to accept SEN. COMM. NO. 15-214 through 
SEN. COMM. NO. 15-217. 
 
 The motion to accept all the Senate Communications was seconded and carried by voice 
vote. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  The motion is carried.  I recognize again the Floor Leader. 
 
Acting Floor Leader Lizama:  So moved, Mr. Speaker, to accept the Senate amendments on H. L. I. 
NO. 15-16, under SEN. COMM. NO. 15-216. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  Discussion on the Senate amendments.  Ready. 
 
 Several members voiced, “ready.” 
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Speaker Babauta:  Clerk, call the roll. 
 
The Clerk called the roll on the motion to accept the Senate amendments to H. L. I. NO. 15-16, HD1 
on Final Reading: 
 

Rep. Martin B. Ada excused 
Rep. Edwin P. Aldan excused 
Rep. Francisco S. Dela Cruz yes 
Rep. Florencio T. Deleon Guerrero excused 
Rep. Joseph P. Deleon Guerrero yes 
Rep. Jacinta M. Kaipat yes 
Rep. Jesus SN. Lizama yes 
Rep. Crispin M. Ogo yes 
Rep. Arnold I. Palacios yes 
Rep. Justo S. Quitugua yes 
Rep. Benjamin B. Seman excused 
Rep. Candido B. Taman yes 
Rep. Ramon A. Tebuteb yes 
Rep. Manuel A. Tenorio yes 
Rep. Stanley T. Torres  yes 
Rep. Absalon V. Waki, Jr. excused 
Rep. Ray N. Yumul yes 
Rep. Oscar M. Babauta  yes 

 
Speaker Babauta:  By a vote of 13 “yes”, the House accepts more than the ¾ required number to 
accept the Senate amendment on H. L. I. NO. 15-16 on Final Reading.  We will move down to item 
number 7.  None.  Okay.  We will move down to item number 15 under Resolution Calendar. 
 
Rep. Yumul:  Mr. Speaker, before we go there… 
 
Speaker Babauta:  Continue, Representative Yumul.   
 
Rep. Yumul:  I have one that I want to talk about under item number 7, but not at this time.  
 
Speaker Babauta:  We can go down to item number 17. 
 
Rep. Yumul:  Thank you. 
 

HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS 
None 

 COMMUNICATIONS FROM THE JUDICIAL BRANCH 

None 

 COMMUNICATIONS FROM THE RESIDENT REPRESENTATIVE 
None 
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 COMMUNICATIONS FROM DEPARTMENTS & AGENCIES 

None 

 OTHER COMMUNICATIONS 
None 

 
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES  

None 
 

REPORTS OF SPECIAL AND CONFERENCE COMMITTEES 
None 

UNFINISHED BUSINESS 

None 

 RESOLUTION CALENDAR  
 
Acting Floor Leader Lizama:  So moved, Mr. Speaker, to suspend pertinent House rules for the 
placement and adoption of H. J. R. NO. 15-25, H. R. NO. 15-136, and H. R. NO. 15-137. 
 
 The suspension motion was seconded and carried by voice vote. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  The motion is carried.  Adoption motion, Floor Leader. 
 
Rep. Taman:  Privilege, Mr. Speaker. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  State your point of privilege, Representative Taman. 
 
Rep. Taman:  I got lost temporarily.  I just want clarification.  Are we also adopting H. J. R. NO. 15-
25? 
 
Speaker Babauta:  Correct. 
 
Rep. Taman:  Thank you, because I have a little concern on this… 
 
Speaker Babauta:  If you do not mind, Floor Leader, please just separate the two with the House 
Joint? 
 
Acting Floor Leader Lizama:  So moved, Mr. Speaker for the adoption of H. R. NO. 15-136 and H. 
R. NO. 15-137. 
 
 The adoption motion was seconded. 
 
H. R. NO. 15-136:  A House Resolution to recognize and congratulate Mr. Richard Palacios 
Macaranas, Jr. for his accomplishment in qualifying for the Callaway Junior World Golf 
Championship to be held in San Diego, California. 
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H. R. NO. 15-137:  A House Resolution to support the Northern Youth Basketball Association 
(NYBA) in their goals to “Building our youth’s lives through the game of Basketball.” 
 
Speaker Babauta:  Discussion on the adoption motion, and I recognize Representative Tebuteb. 
 
Rep. Tebuteb:  Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  This is in regards to H. R. NO. 15-137.  Please refer to page 
2, line 5, and delete “Office of Congressman Ramon Tebuteb” and insert, “the 15th House of 
Representatives.” 
 
Speaker Babauta:  Counsel, is that the correct way of the insertion on the second amendment?  Okay.  
Without objection, I would allow the counsel and the Clerk to work on the language. 
 
 The oral amendment offered by Representative Tebuteb was seconded and carried by voice 
vote. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  The motion is carried.  Any more discussion on the resolution?  Ready. 
 
 There being no further discussion, the motion to adopt H. R. NO. 15-136 and H. R. NO. 15-
137, HD1 was carried by voice vote. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  The motion is carried.  Floor Leader, recognized. 
 
Acting Floor Leader Lizama:  So moved, Mr. Speaker, for the adoption of H. J. R. NO. 15-25. 
 
 The motion was seconded. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  Discussion.  I recognize Representative Taman. 
 
Rep. Taman:  Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  I am just a little bit confused here.  There is a total of 
nineteen vacant positions here, and are certified as very critical.  I do not know.  Maybe two or three 
vacant positions I can understand, but nineteen.  I am trying to understand, and I am wondering why 
all these time all these nineteen positions are vacant.  What have transpired at the college in the 
absence of these people… 
 
 The Chair recognized Representative Yumul. 
 
Rep. Yumul:  Thank you.  I had the same concern earlier, but I spoke with one of the personnel at 
the college, and the reason why this Resolution is critically needed is because if we impede on the 
colleges’ ability to govern themselves, they will be in jeopardy with WASC.  So this resolution 
needs to go so that we can free them to make that decision.  Thank you. 
 
 The Chair recognized the Vice Speaker. 
 
Vice Speaker Quitugua:  Mr. Speaker, I believe all these positions are vacant.  It means that the 
employee has either resigned or retired from NMC.  When NMC’s budget was cut, it was not able to 
fill these positions.  Some of these positions were cited in the accreditation report, and they must be 
filled.  When Public Law 15-71 came into effect which restored their 10% cut instead of the 15% 
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cuts, they were able to now go back and fill these positions and fulfill the mandate of the 
accreditation report.  Thank you. 
 
 The Chair recognized Representative Taman. 
 
Rep. Taman:  I think the Vice Speaker answered my concern there, because of the recent enactment 
of Public Law 15-71, it requires that the Legislature endorse this request.  Thank you. 
 
 The Chair recognized the Minority Leader.   
 
Rep. Palacios:  Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  This is the first of what I believe would be many request 
for exemptions via a house joint resolution that we have instituted and implemented as part of Public 
Law 15-71.  Public Law 15-71 was the recent statute that we passed to revise the budget of this 
government, and to reinstate the 15% or 95% of the 15.56% that was cut because of the decrease in 
the total government revenue.  The Senate inserted a provision which we in the House accepted 
requires that basically froze hiring in the government, and that any new hiring may only be done 
with the legislative approval.  That is why we have this Joint Resolution in front of us today.  This is 
something that we really should not take lightly and should just pass to apiece and make it a matter 
of formality.  I think Public Law 15-71 was in and of itself a product of the rather significant 
decrease in budgetary resources of this government.  That is why this provision was put in place.  I 
also have a concern with the listing and the way it is being done.  Perhaps it be appropriate through a 
communication to the Governor’s Office and other autonomous agencies – that rather than just 
giving us a listing of those positions, give us more clarity as to what these positions are and why they 
are critical and needs to be filled.  Otherwise, we would have been defeating it by a mere formality – 
the intent of that provision of Public Law 15-71.  Let me give you an example.  What is program 
manager?  What program?  Why is this so critical?  What is a program manager?  Is it the CREES 
Program Manager?  Is it a – what?  Those are the specific clarification that really must be 
accompanied by this.  Otherwise, we would be just shuffling papers and approving this House Joint 
and defeating the whole purpose of having austerity measures in place.  Program Coordinator, what 
is it?  Is this program accorded for federal grants?  Program Coordinator for student services?  
Administrative Manager, for what program?  I certainly can see the director of information and 
learning technology, director of library, librarian, admissions and records, and registrar.  The 
administrative manager is ambiguous.  These are not problematic.  There are some positions that we 
are going to be exempting and that I do not have any idea as to what they are.  As it is stated, these 
are critical positions.  I would like to be comfortable in finding out why they are critical, otherwise, 
we would just be kulan fomalidat-ha esti nai.  And it does not serve the purpose to which this 
provision was inserted into Public Law 15-71.  Perhaps, Mr. Speaker, not just on this – this is the 
first, and I suspect that this would not be the last.  So I think that we need to coordinate with the 
Governor’s Office, and in some cases, the autonomous agencies that will be coming forth to avail 
themselves of this provision.  We need a little bit of clarity as to what these critical positions entail.  
Thank you.   
 
 The Chair recognized the Vice Speaker. 
 
Vice Speaker Quitugua:  Mr. Speaker, I understand the concerns of our Minority Leader, but NMC, 
Mr. Speaker, is a different institution.  The accreditation commissions’ comments – one of the 
comments is that, they do not object to the Legislature’s cutting of the budget because they 
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understand that if revenues go down, the budget allocations go down, but their primary concern, and 
one sighting in their recommendations or findings is that, if we cut down the budget of NMC, we 
should not dictate to NMC which programs to abolish, which positions to fill, and which positions 
not to fill.  The accreditation commission is saying that we should give NMC the flexibility to fill the 
positions based on their budget allocation on how they see the positions fit into the operations of the 
institution.  This is a different institution than the government departments because they are govern 
by the accreditation commission.  It is very important that we take into consideration the 
accreditation commission’s recommendations because our institution’s credibility is also based on 
the accreditation commission’s reports and recommendations.  I understand – even I when I first 
looked at this, I called up the President, and I ask her.  I looked at the report from the accreditation 
commission.  We can cut NMC’s budget the way we want it, but they emphasize that leave the what 
to cut within themselves, let them handle how they are going to cut within rather than us telling them 
that - you should kill this program, you should not fund this program, or you should not fill this 
position, and you should fill this position.  They want us to give them, that opportunity and let them 
work it out within themselves.  I ask the President some questions, I asked her about some of the 
positions listed here, and she said that they are important because some of these positions support the 
other position that is already filled.  As a matter of fact, she mentioned to me that only six positions 
have not actually been advertised and approved.  The others are already approved, but it just 
happened that when Public Law 15-71 came into effect, they were caught, and they just want to 
make sure that they follow the law.  That is why they request for the other positions, but all the other 
positions other than the director of nursing, program coordinator, extension agent.  The extension 
agent is the program manager that the Minority Leader is asking.  The program manager is for the 
four extension program.  The financial aid specialist, Tinian site coordinator, and Rota site 
coordinator – these are positions that they are now advertising, but the other positions have been 
advertised, they have been processed, but they just want to make sure that they are in compliance 
with Public Law 15-71.  That is why they submitted this long list.  The program coordinator which is 
for the library is actually 100% federally funded.  I told her that there is no need to request the 
legislature because this position is fully funded by the federal funds, and Public Law 15-71 is 
actually talking about the local appropriation.  Anyway, she just included it because she wants to 
make sure that she complies with Public Law 15-71.  Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
Acting Floor Leader Lizama:  Privilege, Mr. Speaker. 
 
Rep. Palacios:  Mr. Speaker, I still have the floor. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  Under privilege, I recognize Acting Floor Leader. 
 
Acting Floor Leader Lizama:  Mr. Speaker, just for the record that our Floor Leader is back so I turn 
over to our Floor Leader. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  Clerk, take note that Representative Ada is also duly present as well as our Floor 
Leader.  I now recognize our Minority Leader. 
 
Rep. Palacios:  Mr. Speaker, it is not a matter of the legislature inserting itself into the college.  I 
certainly hope that we will never do that.  Let the college run and have their programs under the 
auspices or requirements of the Budget Acts that we pass in this House.  There is no way, because 
when they submit a budget, they give us the details of those budget and those positions that we are 
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going to be funding.  Unless, WASC itself is requiring that this legislature give them a lump sum 
money and say, they do what they want with the funds that we give them.  I do not believe that is the 
requirement of the accreditation.  I think that what it says is probably that we do not interfere into 
which position they hire, and which individuals and qualifications of the people that the college 
hires.  I do not have any problem with that.  What I have a problem with is the listing – it is very 
unclear.  It is good that you clarified what these specific positions are because I do not.  I mean, you 
talked with the President and you were able to get the answer.  You yourself posed these questions to 
her.  You got the clarification, but none of us did, and that is the concern that I am expressing here.  
It is not my intent to hold on or hold off on the approval of this request.  I think Representative 
Taman himself have expressed what we need to do in further – not just for the college, but for all 
other positions or request for exemptions.  That is why I pose my question, and that this is not going 
to be the first or the last that we are going to see of this request.  So in order for all the members to 
be fully informed of what it is that we are approving, I think that at this critical – I think we as a 
body, perhaps the Chair could make that clear to all the agencies and the Governor’s Office.  Thank 
you.  I am ready, Mr. Speaker. 
 
 The Chair recognized Chairwoman Kaipat. 
 
Rep. Kaipat:  Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  I just wanted to make a statement that it is unfortunate that 
the college President was not able to meet up with the Minority Leader, because she did come up 
here and indicated that she wanted to meet with you actually to discuss this matter.  Hearing your 
concerns, it is apparent that the communication never happened.  But anyway, I am supporting this, 
and I encourage all of you… 
 
Rep. Palacios:  Let me clarify.  I am in support of the college.  There is no question about it, the fact 
that we authored this legislation under Public Law 15-71 with everybody approving to help support 
NMC.  It is the unclarity that concerns me and that is the issue – not just for the college, but for 
every other agencies that come forward to request for this exemptions.  Thank you. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  Ready.   
 
 Several members voiced, “ready.” 
 
Rep. Tenorio:  Point of clarification. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  State your point of clarification, Representative Tenorio. 
 
Rep. Tenorio:  Mr. Speaker, the Vice Speaker mentioned something about the federal program.  One 
of them being a program manager?  He said that – is that right? 
 
Vice Speaker Quitugua:  No…[Inaudible-microphone off] 
 
Rep. Tenorio:  Is there anything else because we might want to amend the resolution to make it 18 
instead of 19? 
 
Vice Speaker Quitugua:  That is the only one. 
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Rep. Tenorio:  What about the 4 extension agent, is that not the federally funded? 
 
Vice Speaker Quitugua:  No…[inaudible-microphone off] 
 
Rep. Tenorio:  Thank you. 
 
Rep. Ada:  Privilege, Mr. Speaker. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  Under privilege, Representative Ada. 
 
Rep. Ada:  When I was reading this second paragraph… 
 
Speaker Babauta:  Okay, let me just take that back.  I would allow you to commend on the bill and 
not under privilege, but as a comment. 
 
Rep. Ada:  Thank you.  The only concern that I have in supporting this is because if these positions 
are WASC accreditation standards that they must have these positions in any two year or four year 
program, then I am in support of this resolution.  Although, I sometimes question that a couple or 
three positions can be accommodated or for example, the dean of community programs and services 
can be the director of the institutional effectiveness, just couple of positions that could be 
consolidated.  But I am in support if it has to do with the WASC Accreditation Standard.  Thank 
you. 
 
 The Chair recognized Representative Torres. 
 
Rep. Torres:  Mr. Speaker, and members, I for one – I am not anti-NMC.  I am supporting NMC 
projects when they presented justifications, but looking at this second paragraph, it says here that the 
college is able to fund this position within the mandate of…so why are they asking us for approval.  
I know that there is a librarian on board already.  I saw it in the news already.  Why are they still 
mentioning the librarian?  Is there another librarian that they are looking at?  Director of Nursing – it 
is just that the director of nursing is a vacant position so the budget is there.  Why are they including 
it as a very critical – why do they just not hire as a replacement?  There are so many procedures that 
are questionable.  I need time to digest and understand all these positions because many of these 
positions have been filled in the acting capacity.  Why do they just not change their position to 
permanent position?  Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  Thank you for that concern.  Let me just recognize the Vice Speaker to clarify 
some of your concern. 
 
Vice Speaker Quitugua:  Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  Public Law 15-71 requires that any department 
or agency who is to fill a vacant position or any position must first request the Legislature through a 
house joint resolution.  They cannot just go ahead and fill the positions because the law has 
already…Public Law 15-71 states that all hirings after the effective date of this public law shall 
freeze, and that is exactly what happened.  The law freezes these positions, and the college cannot 
fill them unless it goes through us through a house joint resolution.  If both the House and the Senate 
approves it, then they will be able to fill these positions, but if not, then they will not be able to fill 
these positions.  Thank you. 
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 The Chair recognized Representative Torres. 
 
Rep. Torres:  I assume that these nineteen positions are just for formality, and they have been filled?  
I know that there is a librarian on board since last month, I guess it came from Kansas City.   
 
Speaker Babauta:  I would probably say in compliance with Public Law 15-71. 
 
Rep. Torres:  Just to make it legal, the illegal that they did under Public Law 15-71. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  But normally and traditionally, there is a practice of putting people in acting 
capacity, and when the time arises and they is sufficient funding, then FTE’s are fully filled legally 
or permanently. 
 
Rep. Torres:  Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
 The Chair recognized Representative Taman. 
 
Rep. Taman:  Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  I would just like to ask the Vice Speaker if he can give us a 
little information as to why Rota and Tinian site coordinator are so critical. 
 
 The Chair recognized the Vice Speaker. 
 
Vice Speaker Quitugua:  Mr. Speaker, there are classes being conducted in Tinian and Rota, and the 
site coordinator for Tinian has vacated the position, and also for Rota.  So these positions are needed 
in order to continue coordinating the programs at the Rota and Tinian campuses.   
 
 The Chair recognized the Floor Leader. 
 
Floor Leader Florencio Deleon Guerrero:  Good morning, Mr. Speaker.  Thank you for allowing me 
back into your session. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  We have been waiting for you for the last three weeks, continue. 
 
Floor Leader Florencio Deleon Guerrero:  I am just concern, and I just want to ask the author in 
regards to – we are talking here with these positions, but is there any information on how much we 
are talking about here with all these positions?  How much are we looking at? 
 
 The Chair recognized the Vice Speaker. 
 
…[End of Tape 1, Side A] 
 
Vice Speaker Quitugua:...[Beginning of Tape 1, Side B]…that they have funds to fill these 
positions.   
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Speaker Babauta:  Further, the Vice Speaker in essence is saying that this listing of positions are 
personally in the NMC budget funding level, and otherwise, been categorize from FY 2007.  So the 
positions are there, am I correct?  Continue, Floor Leader. 
 
Floor Leader Florencio Deleon Guerrero:  Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  For that matter nai ta alok na 
yanggen esta ta budget, so what are we saying here?  Are we making a House Joint Resolution, and 
for what purpose of the resolution? 
 
 The Chair recognized the Vice Speaker. 
 
Vice Speaker Quitugua:  Si yu’us ma’ase.  I Public Law 15-71 ilekña na tododu hiring manma freeze 
upon the effective date of this law.  Ya eyu ha ni siña esti manma fill yanggen i hiring authority ha 
request i legislature i both House yan i Senate through a joint resolution ya yanggen ta aupreba esti 
nai, pues siempre manma hire esti.  Eyague ilelekña i lai.  Ya eyague ma tatitiyi nu i NMC pago ya 
debi ha na ufan nahalom request ya hita ta approve or disapprove through a House Joint Resolution.  
Thank you. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  Floor Leader, satisfecha hao? 
 
Floor Leader Florencio Deleon Guerrero:  Kulan dinanche enao.  Si yu’us ma’ase Vice Speaker. 
 
 There being no further discussion, H. J. R. NO. 15-25 was carried by voice vote. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  The motion is carried.  H. J. R. NO. 15-25 is hereby adopted.  Let us a brief 
recess. 
 

The House recessed at 11:11 a.m. 
 
 RECESS 
 
 The House reconvened at 11:22 a.m. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  We are back to our plenary session, and let us now to item number 13. 
 
Floor Leader Florencio Deleon Guerrero:  So moved, Mr. Speaker, for the suspension motion to 
place CONF. COMM. REP. NO. 15-4. 
 
 The suspension motion was seconded and carried by voice vote. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  The motion is carried.  Floor Leader, proper motion for adoption. 
 
Floor Leader Florencio Deleon Guerrero:  So moved, Mr. Speaker, for the adoption of CONF. COMM. 
REP. NO. 15-4. 
 
 The motion was seconded. 
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CONF. COMM. REP. NO. 15-4:  Reporting on H. B. NO. 15-53, HS1, HD2, SD1 entitled, “To 
promote local procurement by amending 4 1 CMC § 7404 of the Planning and Budgeting Act of 
1983.” The House and Senate Conferees recommends passage of the bill in the form of H. B. NO. 15-
53, HS1, HD1, SD1,CCS1. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  Discussion.   
 
 There being no further discussion, CONF. COMM. REP. NO. 15-4 carried by voice vote. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  The motion is carried.  We will move down to item number 16.  Floor Leader, 
earlier, there was a bill that was requested for Calendar.  So may I have a suspension motion.  
 

BILL CALENDAR 
 
 The Chair recognized the Floor Leader. 
 
Floor Leader Florencio Deleon Guerrero:  So moved, Mr. Speaker, to suspend pertinent rules for the 
placement of H. B. NO. 15-282 on today’s Calendar. 
 
 The suspension motion was seconded and carried by voice vote. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  The motion is carried.  I recognize Representative Tebuteb. 
 
Rep. Tebuteb:  Mr. Speaker, while we are on placement, I would like to get an input from the 
Committee on JGO with regards to H. L. I. NO. 15-5.  This is not on the Calendar, but because we 
are on placement, that is why I am tempted to request for a withdrawal from the Committee to place 
it on today’s Order of Business.  I am not sure what the status is on this, but I want to inquire.  This 
is an Initiative on the one year judgment from the decisions rendered from the judges.   
 
Speaker Babauta:  Let me ask the Chairwoman if she has any update on the Initiative. 
 
Rep. Kaipat:  Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  The Committee met and decided that after our meeting with 
the executive director of the Board of Elections, he came in and expressed some great concerns 
about the proliferation of Initiatives that would be imposed a financial burden on the Election 
Commission to educate the public.  We decided that the prudent thing to do would be to limit the 
number of Initiatives that the Committee would support and putting out from the Committee.  So we 
actually went down the list one by one, and that the Committee voted on each and all the Initiatives 
that the Committee decided to report out.  Committee Reports were prepared and reported them out, 
and so Representative Tebuteb, I am sorry to say that the Committee did not act on the Initiative that 
you brought up today.  So that is my answer. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  May I ask the Chairwoman after the session to briefly discuss this matter with 
Representative Tebuteb on what would be the next proper step to do about his request on the 
Initiative? 
 
Rep. Kaipat:  That is fine, Mr. Speaker. 
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 The Chair recognized Representative Tebuteb. 
 
Rep. Tebuteb:  I am just concerned, Mr. Speaker, because – now it seems from your message, it 
seems that the Committee has decided not to entertain any more Legislative Initiatives. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  Is that correct? 
 
Rep. Kaipat:  That is correct, Mr. Speaker. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  Can you yield to Representative Torres? 
 
Rep. Torres:  Mr. Speaker, iyoku concern guine na hunggan hu konsidedera lokkue i budget i 
Election Commission lao I think that we have to seriously consider lokkue i burden i taotao siha 
guine huyung na you know when the justices especially on appeal, they take their sweet time, years 
and years to come out with their rendering judgment ya kuanto na appeal manma issue gi quarterly 
like three or four ha.  Ya i taotao guine manmama dedesi yanggen kada ma agan i lawyer, they have 
to be sucked out of couple of hundred dollars for every half hour.  Eyague hu konsidedera ya it is 
time that we have to do something.  Eyague ha lokkue Palau na they went on I guess a referendum 
na ma mandate i kotti’n niha na it should not be more than a year to come up with their decision.  
Taya guine.  Man mampos hit man mesngon.  I tried.  I experienced this.  It took me three years and 
it hurts in the pocket i taotao-ta guine ni manma ha’la halom gi kotti for frivolous yan hafa siha nai, 
despues ma padedesi, lao I think that we should mandate the court na debi di uma choggue i chechu 
niha.  I otro, i first part guine na provision eyu i it used to be called Judiciary Advisory Committee, I 
think that they are aware of that.  Inadvertently, we omit that gi last amendment gi Constitution para 
i kotti nai.  Tita na halom eyu ya I like to see that it be reinstated with a new title called, 
“Commission.”  The public must be represented in this Commission, three lawyers and two non-
lawyers.  Debi di u guaha iyoña voice i publiko sa puru ha lawyers pago.  They handle their own as 
if they own their umpire and the public are just shafted aside.   
 
Speaker Babauta:  Do we have that Advisory Commission presently? 
 
Rep. Torres:  It is all in one.  It is two provision nai.  Two provision in creating of the Commission 
and the rendering impeachment and sanction.  That is Section 7, and Section 9 is for rule making and 
administration.  If my statement is not enough to justify the recall to – I rest my case.  Thank you. 
 
 The Chair recognized Representative Tebuteb. 
 
Rep. Tebuteb:  At the previous session, we passed election of Chief Justice, H. L. I. NO. 15-14.  I 
will not question how the Committee decides on what bills or legislative initiatives – I will respect 
the decision of their Committee, Mr. Speaker, thank you. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  Thank you for your understanding.  I recognize Chairwoman Kaipat. 
 
Rep. Kaipat:  Mr. Speaker, I would like to offer that JGO would meet and look into your initiative 
and discuss it.  I would like to have the benefit of other members – have to say about it, and we will 
act expeditiously on it.  Is that good enough? 
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Speaker Babauta:  The author is smiling so I think it is good enough.  Okay.  We are still under the 
Bill Calendar, and I now recognize the Floor Leader for the first bill. 
 
Floor Leader Florencio Deleon Guerrero:  So moved, Mr. Speaker, for the passage on First and Final 
Reading, H. B. NO. 15-271. 
 
 The motion was seconded. 
 
H. B. NO. 15-271:  A BILL FOR AN ACT TO AMEND THE ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE CONTROL ACT, AND 
FOR OTHER PURPOSES. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  Discussion.  Let me recognize the author. 
 
Rep. Torres:  Mr. Speaker, just to inform the members that this bill is to allow and permit the – it is a 
short and self explanatory.  I Duty Free ma allow nai na para u guaha sampling inside the 
establishment.  Guaha man request taotao-ta ginen i business lokkue na why do they not expand it to 
other businesses, eyu i wholesalers and distributor like Pacific Trading, Budweiser or Carmen 
Safeway.  The Carmen Safeway is now a distributor or representative for a major wine and liquor, 
and when they tried to do the sampling, they were told by the ABC that they could do it, but outside 
the store.  I mean, it is dusty and why could they not just make a space in the building and allow 
them to do.  Of course, they can charge fee, but it should be inside the establishment. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  What is the rationale of – I understand that Duty Free is targeted to high end 
clientele, basically it is a tourist related merchandise, but what is the rationale in granting – 
exempting Duty Free and not other particular retailers or wholesalers for that matter?  Do they have 
a special request permit or something like that? 
 
Rep. Torres:  I think that Duty Free has the blanket authority to do whatever within the 
establishment… 
 
Speaker Babauta:…with respect to ABC… 
 
Rep. Torres:…and liquor or anything where this provision is not in the ABC section or provision of 
the ABC rules and regulation or law.  That is why I am addressing this to add in addition to allow 
them to be permitted. 
 
 The Chair recognized Representative Tenorio. 
 
Rep. Tenorio:  Thank you.  Just clarification from the author, Mr. Speaker.  I noticed that there is a 
sampling fee added for the various licenses, and I just wonder how much is Duty Free paying for 
sampling fee?  Or is there any fee at all? 
 
 The Chair recognized Representative Torres. 
 
Rep. Torres:  Representative Tenorio, I do not think that they are paying anything.  It is all in one 
blanket certificate. 
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Rep. Tenorio:  So in the event that this bill is passed and enacted into law, they would have to pay a 
fee, right? 
 
Rep. Torres:  At least to the establishment that we are allowing other than Duty Free.  They are 
happy to pay even $25.00 a year.  They do not mind as long as they are allowed to do in their 
establishment. 
 
 The Chair recognized Chairman Dela Cruz. 
 
Rep. Dela Cruz:  Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  Just a clarification on page 2, line 11.  It states that the 
age requirement that can conduct or participate in sampling activity is 20 years old.  I am just 
wondering whether this is the right age. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  I assume it should be 21. 
 
Rep. Torres:  To taste nai you must be 21 years. 
 
Rep. Dela Cruz:  According to this one, no person under age of 20 years.   
 
Rep. Torres:  I think that is a mistake. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  Let us treat that as a typo and add the word one.  I recognize Representative 
Joseph Deleon Guerrero. 
 
Rep. Joseph Deleon Guerrero:  Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  Another point of clarification, I want to ask 
the author, on page 1 on the last line 20, it says, no sample may be offered from more than 4 
products at any one time.  I was just wondering why four is the magic number, but further to clarify 
is what does 4 product mean?  Does it mean 4 different types of wine, or – because the findings and 
purposes mentioned that there are no provisions for sampling wine, beer or other alcoholic 
beverages, whether the product means, one product is wine, one product is beer or whisky…how is 
that? 
 
Rep. Torres:  On the fourth product maybe tuba… 
 
Rep. Joseph Deleon Guerrero:  Are products – different types of alcoholic beverages or is it like no 
more than four kinds of beers or four kinds of wines maybe sampled at any one time? 
 
Rep. Torres:  My understanding is that they be allowed to open at least 4 different bottle of wine if it 
is wine nai and not more than 4 bottle of wine to be open for sampling.  If that bottle is empty then 
they cannot open two of a kind.  So it could sauvignon or whatever… 
 
Rep. Joseph Deleon Guerrero:  If a wholesaler distributor has four different types of wine, only those 
four can be open, but at the same token, again, the definition of products, there could be four types 
of beers, tuba, or four types of others, or is it just limited to no more than four.  I do not know.  I do 
not even understand why this – I mean, if it is just sampling, why there is such a restriction.  I am 
tempted to strike this out.  I do not see any meaningful rationale behind limiting it to four just for 
sampling.   
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Rep. Torres:  I think nai that limiting it to four is – a distributor can afford to open four different 
bottles especially if the bottle is like $45.00 per bottle.  They cannot just open more than one bottle 
at a time. 
 
Rep. Joseph Deleon Guerrero:  I will let it go, Mr. Speaker. 
 
 The Chair recognized Chairman Ada. 
 
Rep. Ada:  Mr. Speaker, perhaps the restriction is also to give ample time to alternate per any 
companies promotion of new liquor.  I am concerned about letter (c) as to why only 2 ounces.  Why 
not make it one once, teaspoon, or just the cap.  
 
Speaker Babauta:  So what is your recommendation? 
 
Rep. Ada:  One jigger.   
 
Rep. Torres:  I think that one ounce is one jigger.   
 
Rep. Ada:  Yeah? 
 
Speaker Babauta:  Well, it depends.  You can stand there for 15 minutes. 
 
Rep. Ada:  I can stand there all night. 
 
 The Chair recognized Chairwoman Kaipat. 
 
Rep. Kaipat:  Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  I was going to expand upon the questioning of what 
Representative Joseph Deleon Guerrero put forth, and I do not mean to add further confusion about 
this whole thing, but I believe what he was trying to get at is separating out brand versus the product 
as he was saying.  If you had wine and it is a different brand of wine versus wine, beer, tuba and all 
those other questions, and I am not sure that I heard a satisfactory answer to clear up this question.  I 
was wondering if the author can clarify that for me.   
 
Rep. Torres:  The request was to permit them to do sampling within their establishment.  I guess the 
ABC or regulating agency can control what brand is to be sampled because it is still under their 
jurisdiction nai.  I guess the over stacking is still in place that there should not be more than 4 
different product or four different brand, because if you put more than four bottles of different wine, 
it is over stacking.  The guy can stand in there and drink 20 ounces, bulachu ha i taotao yanggen ha 
lachai lamita boteya.  I guess that is all I can say. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  So this is a combination of wine and a brand name of scotch, vodka, gin, and 
those products.  So when that particular store wants to advance its product, you can sample those… 
 
Rep. Torres:  That is the purpose of sampling. 
 
Speaker Babauta:…four different types of product. 
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Rep. Torres:  If the sampling convinced you that – or satisfies what you are sampling, you can buy 
couple of bottles and take home. 
 
 The Chair recognized Chairwoman Kaipat. 
 
Rep. Kaipat:  I am not sure that I am any clearer, but I will yield. 
 
 The Chair recognized Representative Tenorio. 
 
Rep. Tenorio:...[inaudible…microphone off]…more than four products, and on (d), it says, no 
more than one bottle of each of the four product.  In other words, you have whisky, you have wine, 
you have beer, and you have Champaign so – that is no more than 4 different products.  Well, I 
could be wrong so what is your conclusion?  That is the way I read this.  Like I said, I could be 
wrong, but maybe Representative Deleon Guerrero can interpret it. 
 
Rep. Joseph Deleon Guerrero:  Point of clarification, Mr. Speaker. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  State your point of clarification, Representative Deleon Guerrero. 
 
Rep. Joseph Deleon Guerrero:  Product can be defined as one type of wine so therefore, (b) on page 
2 can mean that no more than 1 bottle of your cabernet sauvignon – no more than 1 bottle of each 
wine can be sampled, or displayed at any one time.  Again, there is still no clarification, because 
there is no definition on what product means.  It can be construed as a type of liquor, but it has not 
been defined.  So it could be construed ambiguously.   
 
Speaker Babauta:  For argument purposes, I recognize Chairman Ada. 
 
Rep. Ada:  Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  Going back to Chairwoman Kaipat’s concern about the four 
products, I guess these mechanisms are in place to control.  First of all, the establishment is not a bar 
or a club, and I guess for the safety also of the samplers not really getting drunk – I guess that is the 
businesses’ concern.  The other point that Congressman Guerrero is trying to get at is I guess you 
can come up with the an amendment on line 20 of the four products, a combination of beer and 
liquor, but not more than four combination of the two, if I may with the author of the legislation.  
Thank you. 
 
 The Chair recognized Representative Yumul. 
 
Rep. Yumul:  Thank you. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  Did somebody mention about the storm?  Is it increasing or what? 
 
Rep. Yumul:  It is going to pass to the south. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  You may continue, Representative Yumul. 
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Rep. Yumul:  Thank you.  I do not really have any issues with this legislation, Mr. Speaker, but the 
thing here though is that, I can understand where the author is coming from with regards to – if a 
manufacturer, distributor, or a wholesaler/importer wants to provide sampling at establishments that 
are not in the business of providing drinks over the counter, but when you are talking about bars and 
clubs that normally engages in these activities, how do you differentiate with an on the house where 
the establishment wants to just provide every patron in the establishment a free round?  Would that 
be different or are we talking about the same issue?  The sampling fees are also interesting because 
we are asking these classes to pay sampling fees and usually business establishments really – unless 
it is their product, they do not provide these stuff.  I think that with regards to class I, II, and 
manufactures and wholesalers, I think that it is appropriate, and then the other classes may not be 
because usually it is a sponsored activity if that were the case.  Again, I understand where the author 
is coming from, and we are talking about a supermarket, or a wine store, or an alcohol distributor 
trying to sample their products in their premises.  Also, I have one small amendment, Mr. Speaker 
that is being made right now so I would like to come back to that if I may.   
 
Speaker Babauta:  You want to insert that amendment now? 
 
Rep. Yumul:  It is with counsel.  It is a minor amendment. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  I do not know if – I could probably appease your concern, but on page 1 under 
Findings and Purposes, that includes on sale, so that includes the bars. 
 
Rep. Yumul:  Right, and I think this bill would be more appropriate if it was restricted to off sale.  
That is where it really belongs to because you are talking about Duty Free, or Joeten Supermarket, 
they do not sale on the premises, they are strictly sold to be brought – so this is where this legislation 
makes a lot of sense, but to extend this to an existing establishments does not make sense. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  I think the objective here of the bill is to authorize the off sale retailers and maybe 
that includes wholesalers.  I recognize Representative Torres. 
 
Rep. Torres:  You know, the reason why I included the on sale is because there are on sale 
establishments sponsoring sampling to nai, but if the members decide not to permit an on sale 
establishment, it is okay.  My main concern is for the off sale licenses, but many times, even 
Budweiser is sampling their wine tasting at the Hyatt and sometimes at the A.J.’s Restaurant, but 
they have that flexibility of going to other establishment, and I call that on sale.  Hyatt is an on sale.  
It could be any restaurant or bar and grill. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  I see your point, Representative Torres, and you point is targeted on the additional 
license fee on the on sale. 
 
Rep. Torres:  They may be permitted to have a shot on the house, and that is a sampling.  It is a 
standard practice now.   
 
 The Chair recognized Representative Yumul. 
 
Rep. Yumul:  I think there is nothing wrong with the manufacturers or wholesalers, the Class I and 
II, we could actually have them pay for the taxes for those bottles even if it was consumed as a 
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sampling.  I think that is where the author needs to zero in because an annual of sampling fee of 
$50.00 is – if Budweiser for example gives away one whole pallet worth of beer as a sampling, and 
if we come back and ask for an accounting, that pallet of beer – I think taxes due – the gross revenue 
on that even if it was sampled away, I think it be far higher than $50.00.  We could actually structure 
this where we can put in the legislation that any items given away for sampling, taxes still needs to 
be paid for that regardless at whatever retail value it is worth.  I just wish that we had a Committee 
that was able to look at this legislation and really kick it around because there are a lot of good ideas 
to get fees or taxes out - $50.00 for one year, especially if it is conducted by an importer is very 
minor, very small with regards to the actual value of what was being given away.   
 
 The Chair recognized Representative Torres. 
 
Rep. Torres:  Sorry that I have to disagree with my colleague from Precinct III.  To add the taxes on 
sampling – it is too much.  These people are paying huge liquor taxes just by bringing them in by 
bottles, and to add a tax again on sampling by the jigger, they minus well – if I am the one to pay 
taxes again on my open bottle, I just minus well give the bottle away, sample the whole bottle and 
take it home. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  Alright.  Ready.  I recognize Representative Yumul. 
 
Rep. Yumul:  Mr. Speaker, one minor amendment.  Can I ask for like two minute recess. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  We minus well recess for lunch. 
 
Floor Leader Florencio Deleon Guerrero:  That is a good suggestion, Mr. Speaker. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  Okay.  We will recess for lunch and come back at 1:30 p.m., and we will allow 
our counsel to work at the same time with the clerk to work on that resolution.  We will now recess 
for lunch. 
 

The House recessed for lunch at 11:58 a.m. 
 
 RECESS 
 
 The House reconvened at 1:55 p.m. 
  
Speaker Babauta:  We are back to our plenary session, and we left off discussing H. B. NO. 15-271, 
and I recognize the author, Representative Torres. 
 
Rep. Torres:  Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  I have a written floor amendment to add a new section to 
read and renumber the remaining accordingly as submitted. 
 
 The written floor amendment offered by Representative Torres was seconded and carried by 
voice vote. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  The motion is carried.  We will continue to discuss H. B. NO. 15-271, HD1.  
Ready.  Clerk, call the roll. 
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The Clerk called the roll on the motion to pass H. B. NO. 15-271, HD1 on First and Final Reading: 
 

Rep. Martin B. Ada yes 
Rep. Edwin P. Aldan excused 
Rep. Francisco S. Dela Cruz yes 
Rep. Florencio T. Deleon Guerrero yes 
Rep. Joseph P. Deleon Guerrero yes 
Rep. Jacinta M. Kaipat yes 
Rep. Jesus SN. Lizama yes 
Rep. Crispin M. Ogo yes 
Rep. Arnold I. Palacios yes 
Rep. Justo S. Quitugua absent during voting 
Rep. Benjamin B. Seman excused 
Rep. Candido B. Taman yes 
Rep. Ramon A. Tebuteb yes 
Rep. Manuel A. Tenorio yes 
Rep. Stanley T. Torres  yes 
Rep. Absalon V. Waki, Jr. no 
Rep. Ray N. Yumul yes 
Rep. Oscar M. Babauta  yes 

 
Speaker Babauta:  By a vote of 14 “yes”, H. B. NO. 15-271, HD1 passes the House on First and Final 
Reading.  Under privilege, I recognize Representative Taman. 
 
Rep. Taman:  I would just like to recognize the presence of Ms. Tina Sablan in the Gallery.   
 
Speaker Babauta:  Welcome, Ms. Sablan to the Chamber.  Floor Leader, next bill. 
 
Floor Leader Florencio Deleon Guerrero:  So moved, Mr. Speaker, for the passage on First and Final 
reading, H. B. NO. 15-282. 
 
 The motion was seconded. 
 
H. B. NO. 15-282:  A BILL FOR AN ACT TO ESTABLISH A REVOLVING FUND WITHIN THE BOARD OF 
PROFESSIONAL LICENSING; AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  Discussion.  I recognize Representative Joseph Deleon Guerrero. 
 
Rep. Joseph Deleon Guerrero:  Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  I just want to find out if the Board of 
Professional Licensing has ever submitted their official comments to us regarding the bill, whether 
they endorsed it, or they are fine with the latest version which is the House substitute if I am not 
mistaken? 
 
Speaker Babauta: We are discussion, H. B. NO. 15-282. 
 
Rep. Joseph Deleon Guerrero:  Yes, that is the Board of Professional Licensing Bill. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  This is the Revolving Fund. 
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Rep. Joseph Deleon Guerrero:  The Revolving Fund, Mr. Speaker, I totally support it, and that is 
partly because I think at the present time, they are no longer certified by the National Council that 
certifies boards. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  Let me just intervene for a few seconds or call a short recess. 
 

The House recessed at 2:00 p.m. 
 
 RECESS 
 
 The House reconvened at 2:02 p.m. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  We are back to our plenary session, and I recognize Representative Joseph Deleon 
Guerrero. 
 
Rep. Joseph Deleon Guerrero:  Mr. Speaker, I do not need to elaborate more.  The bill itself 
addresses the concern that I was raising so I will yield, and I ask the members to support this bill.  
Thank you. 
 
 The Chair recognized the Minority Leader. 
 
Rep. Palacios:  Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  I would like to inquire what Section 2 particularly on page 
2, line 4 – I want to know what with respect to managing the Revolving Fund, and spending monies 
from it.  The board is exempt from Title 1, Division 7, Part 1, Chapters 1 through 7.  What is it that 
we are exempting here?  Can the legal counsel clarify this issue because… 
 
 The Chair recognized House Legal Counsel Antonette Villagomez. 
 
Legal Counsel Antonette R. Villagomez:  This is the Planning and Budgeting Act.  So basically, just 
as it said, the board will be exempt from… 
 
Speaker Babauta:  Counsel, I think the Minority Leader wanted to find out what is the Chapters 1 
through 7. 
 
Legal Counsel Antonette R. Villagomez:  Just a moment.   
 
Speaker Babauta:  This is the entire chapter.  Let me call for a short recess. 
 

The House recessed at 2:04 p.m. 
 
 RECESS 
 
 The House reconvened at 2:24 p.m. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  We are back to our plenary session, and I recognize the Representative Deleon 
Guerrero. 
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Rep. Joseph Deleon Guerrero:  Mr. Speaker, I wanted to find out if we can amend this bill to include 
a reporting section. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  I believe the Minority Leader has the amendment presently.  I recognize the 
Minority Leader. 
 
Rep. Palacios:  Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  Mr. Speaker, I would like to offer a floor amendment on 
page 2, line 4.  Beginning with the word, “with respect”, please delete the whole entire sentence, and 
replace with the following:  “Monies in this Revolving Fund maybe expended without further 
appropriation.  Any balance of the Revolving Fund shall not lapse and shall be carried forward to be 
expended for the same purposes in the following year.  All expenditures of the Revolving Fund shall 
be reported to the Presiding Officers of the Legislature at the end of each Fiscal Year.”  I so moved, 
Mr. Speaker. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  Discussion on the oral floor amendment.  Ready. 
 
 The oral floor amendment offered by the Minority Leader was seconded and carried by voice 
vote. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  The motion is carried.  We will continue to discuss H. B. NO. 15-282, HD1.  
Minority Leader, would you kindly have somebody make copies of that amendment so that everyone 
can have a copy.  I recognize Chairwoman Kaipat.   
 
Rep. Kaipat:  That was just what I wanted to request for, Mr. Speaker. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  short recess. 
 

The House recessed at 2:27 p.m. 
 
 RECESS 
 
 The House reconvened at 2:29 p.m. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  We are back to our plenary session, and we will continue to discuss, H. B. NO. 
15-282, HD1.  I recognize the Vice Speaker. 
 
Rep. Yumul:  Point of clarification.  Mr. Speaker, it be more appropriate if we just all agree that we 
are going to back out of the roll call. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  Thank you.  Without objection. 
 
 There was no objection. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  Okay.  We will continue to discuss, H. B. NO. 15-282, HD1, and I recognize the 
Vice Speaker. 
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Vice Speaker Quitugua:  Mr. Speaker, if this bill is going to take effect upon the signature of the 
Governor, then there is going to be confusion because the fees that have been collecting or in the 
General Fund have been appropriated already.  So, on line 20 on page 2, Section 5, I would like to 
make a minor amendment. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  Continue. 
 
Vice Speaker Quitugua:  After the word, “effect” insert, “October 1st, 2007,”.  Thank you. 
 
 The oral floor amendment offered by the Vice Speaker was seconded and carried by voice 
vote. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  The motion is carried.  We will continue to discuss, H. B. NO. 15-282, HD2.  
Ready.  I recognize Chairman Dela Cruz. 
 
Rep. Dela Cruz:  Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  I came out late.  I wanted to see whether I could have 
made a subsidiary amendment to the Minority Leader’s amendment and that is to – on the 
amendment that he made, “all expenditures” to include, “and income derived from the licensing shall 
be reported to the Presiding Officers of the Legislature at the end of each Fiscal Year.”  I wanted to 
include also the words “and income derived” so that at least we get a clear picture of where the funds 
stand.   
 
Speaker Babauta:  You are not out of order.   
 
Rep. Dela Cruz:  Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  You can offer that subsidiary motion. 
 
Rep. Dela Cruz:  Thank you. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  Is that subsidiary motion cleared by Chairman Dela Cruz on the amendment of 
the Minority Leader? 
 
Rep. Joseph Deleon Guerrero:  Please restate your subsidiary amendment. 
 
Rep. Dela Cruz:  On the initial amendment where it starts with, “All expenditures” please insert, 
“and income derived from the licensing shall be reported to the Presiding Officers of the Legislature 
at the end of each Fiscal Year.”  I so moved. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  Discussion. 
 
Rep. Tenorio:  Clarification. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  State your point of clarification, Representative Tenorio. 
 
Rep. Tenorio:…[inaudible…microphone off] 
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Rep. Dela Cruz:  It still stays in there. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  “All expenditures and income derived from the licensing fee shall be… 
 
Rep. Yumul:  Mr. Speaker, I am not sure if “income” is an appropriate word.  Maybe “licensing fee” 
would be acceptable.  It is a government agency and income is generally… 
 
Speaker Babauta:  Short recess. 
 

The House recessed at 2:35 p.m. 
 
 RECESS 
 
 The House reconvened at 2:37 p.m. 
   
Speaker Babauta:  We are back to our plenary session, and Chairman Dela Cruz, you still have the 
floor. 
 
Rep. Dela Cruz:  Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  So the wordings after the word, “Fiscal Year.” Insert, 
“All licensing fees and expenditures of the Revolving Fund shall be reported to the Presiding 
Officers of the Legislature at the end of each Fiscal Year.”   
 
 The subsidiary amendment offered by Representative Dela Cruz was seconded and carried by 
a voice vote. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  The motion is carried.  We will continue to discuss, H. B. NO. 15-282, HD3. 
 
 Several members voiced, “ready.” 
 
Speaker Babauta:  Clerk, call the roll. 
 
The Clerk called the roll on the motion to pass H. B. NO. 15-282, HD3 on First and Final Reading: 
 

Rep. Martin B. Ada yes 
Rep. Edwin P. Aldan excused 
Rep. Francisco S. Dela Cruz yes 
Rep. Florencio T. Deleon Guerrero yes 
Rep. Joseph P. Deleon Guerrero yes 
Rep. Jacinta M. Kaipat yes 
Rep. Jesus SN. Lizama yes 
Rep. Crispin M. Ogo yes 
Rep. Arnold I. Palacios yes 
Rep. Justo S. Quitugua yes 
Rep. Benjamin B. Seman excused 
Rep. Candido B. Taman yes 
Rep. Ramon A. Tebuteb yes 
Rep. Manuel A. Tenorio yes 
Rep. Stanley T. Torres  yes 
Rep. Absalon V. Waki, Jr. yes 
Rep. Ray N. Yumul yes 
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Rep. Oscar M. Babauta  yes 
 
Speaker Babauta:  By a vote of 16 “yes”, H. B. NO. 15-282, HD3 passes the House on First and Final 
Reading.  Floor Leader, next bill. 
 
Floor Leader Florencio Deleon Guerrero:  So moved, Mr. Speaker, for the passage of S. B. NO. 15-
87, SD1, HS1. 
 
 The motion was seconded. 
 
S. B. NO. 15-87, SD1, HS1:  A BILL FOR AN ACT TO AMEND 4 CMC § 3214; AND FOR OTHER 
PURPOSES. 
   
Speaker Babauta:  Discussion.  I recognize Representative Joseph Deleon Guerrero. 
 
Rep. Joseph Deleon Guerrero:  I think my previous question was intended for this bill.  Can anybody 
respond whether – I think you were out when I ask if the Board of Professional Licensing has 
officially submitted an official letter commenting on this bill, whether supporting or not supporting 
this version, HS1.  I know that we have an informal email from the executive director, and none 
from the board. 
 
 The Chair recognized Representative Lizama. 
 
Rep. Lizama:  Mr. Speaker, I have yet to receive anything from the Chair, Frank Guerrero. 
 
 The Chair recognized the Vice Speaker.  
 
Vice Speaker Quitugua:  Mr. Speaker, when we had our meeting with the Committee, the Chairman 
agreed with the amended version, however, when asked if he can submit a letter concurring the 
amended version, he would like to first request the other board members’ approval, because he said 
that he cannot without the other board members.  He cannot just write a letter on behalf of the other 
board members.  He said that he faxed or emailed to the other board members soliciting their consent 
to the amended version, but according to Chairman Lizama, they have not submitted an official 
respond yet. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  I understand that some of you met with Chairman Guerrero couple of days ago.  I 
recognize the Minority Leader. 
 
Rep. Palacios:  Yes, in fact, I believe Representative Guerrero was also with us.  Primarily, they are 
in agreement with the amendments that the House is making to this – basically, it is going to go back 
to the same requirements, and that the board will still have a complete oversight as it exists today.  
Unfortunately, the original legislation took away certain portions about 2 or 3 provisions.  That was 
objectionable to the Board of Professional Licensing, and they have through the email of their 
Executive Director recommended the needed amendments, and that has been incorporated in the 
house draft that is before us.  I also talked with the Chairman this morning, and he said that they 
have sent out the emails to the members of the board, but they have not received all of them back yet 
for him to submit a formal written communication.  However, be that as it may, I am comfortable of 
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passing this legislation as amended by the House.  It will go back up to the Senate for them to accept 
the amended version.  I think that it would allow the Board of Professional Licensing ample time to 
submit their formal consent to the amended version.  Thank you. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  Ready.  
 
Rep. Taman:  Privilege. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  Under privilege, I recognize Representative Taman. 
 
Rep. Taman:  Mr. Speaker, can we take one minute recess, Representative Torres forgot his neck tie. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  Representative Torres, the Chair overruled the request of Representative Taman.  
I understand that it was not intentional.  Ready. 
 
 Several members voiced, “ready.” 
 
Speaker Babauta:  Clerk, call the roll. 
 
The Clerk called the roll on the motion to pass S. B. NO. 15-87, SD1, HS1 on Second and Final 
Reading: 
 

Rep. Martin B. Ada yes 
Rep. Edwin P. Aldan excused 
Rep. Francisco S. Dela Cruz abstained 
Rep. Florencio T. Deleon Guerrero yes 
Rep. Joseph P. Deleon Guerrero yes 
Rep. Jacinta M. Kaipat yes 
Rep. Jesus SN. Lizama yes 
Rep. Crispin M. Ogo yes 
Rep. Arnold I. Palacios yes 
Rep. Justo S. Quitugua yes 
Rep. Benjamin B. Seman excused 
Rep. Candido B. Taman yes 
Rep. Ramon A. Tebuteb yes 
Rep. Manuel A. Tenorio yes 
Rep. Stanley T. Torres  yes 
Rep. Absalon V. Waki, Jr. yes 
Rep. Ray N. Yumul abstained 
Rep. Oscar M. Babauta  yes 

 
Speaker Babauta:  By a vote of 14 “yes”, S. B. NO. 15-87, SD1, HS1 passes the House on Second 
and Final Reading.  Floor Leader, recognized. 
 
Floor Leader Florencio Deleon Guerrero:  Mr. Speaker, I move for recess subject to your call. 
 
Speaker Babauta:  The motion for recess is undebatable, and the House stands recess subject to the 
call.  
   

MISCELLANEOUS 
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  None  
  

ANNOUNCEMENTS 
None 

  
The House adjourned at 2:45 p.m. 

 
 Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
 Vicky T. Guerrero, Journal Clerk 
 House of Representatives 
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None 
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None 
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